EASY CONNECTS IN LINE WITH EXISTING POE SERVICE TO ACCESS POINT.

EASY WI-FI ON/OFF TIMER*

ENABLES OR DISABLES WI-FI ACCESS POINT AT THE TOUCH OF A BUTTON

WHAT?
This switch enables Wi-Fi if needed ONLY for instruction

HOW?
Simply turn ON switch for SHORTEST length of time needed, light will indicate time selected**

WHEN?
TO BE USED BY TEACHER/STAFF ONLY when ***Wi-Fi is needed***

Remember: In order to successfully reduce RFR exposure don’t forget to disable the Wi-Fi on individual devices as well!***

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION!

*Easily connects in line with existing POE service to access points.

**Switch allows for a Wireless Access Point to be powered on for specific periods of time (30, 60, 90, 120 minutes), and defaults to OFF setting when not in use.

***This is an easy solution for classrooms and also residential dorm rooms to help students reduce exposure to RFR while they sleep. Students have permission to use timer in dorm rooms if Wi-Fi access point is present.

This switch helps to reduce RFR exposure from the Wi-Fi access point. It’s important to also disable the Wi-Fi on individual wireless devices as well. The safest, fastest and most energy efficient way to connect is always via ethernet - not Wi-Fi!